Testing the neutral fixation of hetero-oligomerism in the archaeal chaperonin CCT.
The evolutionary transition from homo-oligomerism to hetero-oligomerism in multimeric proteins and its contribution to function innovation and organism complexity remain to be investigated. Here, we undertake the challenge of contributing to this theoretical ground by investigating the hetero-oligomerism in the molecular chaperonin cytosolic chaperonin containing tailless complex polypeptide 1 (CCT) from archaea. CCT is amenable to this study because, in contrast to eukaryotic CCTs where sub-functionalization after gene duplication has been taken to completion, archaeal CCTs present no evidence for subunit functional specialization. Our analyses yield additional information to previous reports on archaeal CCT paralogy by identifying new duplication events. Analyses of selective constraints show that amino acid sites from 1 subunit have fixed slightly deleterious mutations at inter-subunit interfaces after gene duplication. These mutations have been followed by compensatory mutations in nearby regions of the same subunit and in the interface contact regions of its paralogous subunit. The strong selective constraints in these regions after speciation support the evolutionary entrapment of CCTs as hetero-oligomers. In addition, our results unveil different evolutionary dynamics depending on the degree of CCT hetero-oligomerism. Archaeal CCT protein complexes comprising 3 distinct classes of subunits present 2 evolutionary processes. First, slightly deleterious and compensatory mutations were fixed neutrally at inter-subunit regions. Second, sub-functionalization may have occurred at substrate-binding and adenosine triphosphate-binding regions after the 2nd gene duplication event took place. CCTs with 2 distinct types of subunits did not present evidence of sub-functionalization. Our results provide the 1st in silico evidence for the neutral fixation of hetero-oligomerism in archaeal CCTs and provide information on the evolution of hetero-oligomerism toward sub-functionalization in archaeal CCTs.